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MathsBeat
 At the heart of MathsBeat is the desire to make maths more 

available to more children. Two principles have been used 

throughout the programme: 

1. Mathematical thinking is a natural human ability that all 

children can do through solving problems. Through learning 

maths, we can teach children to find the most efficient ways 

to solve problems. 

2. No two classrooms are the same. MathsBeat provides 

progression with built-in flexibility, and regular formative 

assessment support, so teachers can choose to spend longer 

on a task or decide that their children are ready to move 

on. 

 By using the sequences of carefully designed learning tasks, 

children will develop knowledge, fluency, reasoning and 

understanding.



Aims of this workshop

 Explain taught mathematics strategies in Year 2

 To familiarise you with taught processes using concrete 

materials

 How simple objects around your house can have a huge 

impact on your child’s learning.

 How to support your child at home

 MATHS IS EVERYWHERE



Positivity is the key… 

 Children who succeed at maths are usually the 

ones who enjoy it most, so remember – maths is 

fun, everyone! 

 Something we aim to promote in year two…. Even 

if that’s not the way you remember it from your 

own childhood. We all know how easily children 

pick up on the things we say, so it’s vital that you 

don’t pass on your dislike or fear of maths by 

saying things like ‘I was never any good at maths’ 

or ‘I hated maths at school.’  

 We want mathematics to be a positive experience 

for everyone.



Maths Mastery:

fluency, reasoning and problem 

solving
 Fluency:

 involves knowing key mathematical facts and 
being able to recall them quickly and accurately.

 This means being able to apply the same skill and 
knowledge to multiple contexts and be able to 
choose the most appropriate method for a 
particular task.

 We teach the content using a range of concrete 
resources to deepen the children’s understanding by 
having them represent it in a variety of ways, ensuring 
that all children have sufficient time to practise what 
has been taught.    

 We move from concrete materials, to pictorial 
representations to abstract questions.  We encourage 
children to continue to use the resources to solve their 
problems and help to justify the answers. 



Reasoning:

What is reasoning in maths?

 Reasoning in maths is the process of applying 
logical thinking to a situation.

 Because we teach a range of strategies, this give 
children a solid base and skill level to use the 
correct problem solving strategy for a given 
question.  They are encouraged to use their 
mathematical language and methods to describe 
the solution.

 It is the “how do you know…?” or “why is the 
answer six and not seven?”

 Mathematical reasoning is the bridge between 
fluency and problem solving. It allows pupils to 
use their fluency to accurately carry out the 
problem solving.



What is problem solving in 

maths?

 It is a process or series of 

processes to solve 

mathematical problems.  

This follows, logic, 

reasoning and 

communication.

 Problem solving in maths is 

finding a way to apply 

knowledge and skills you 

have to answer unfamiliar 

types of problems.



Mathematical Language



Mathematical language

 Mathematical language is all around children –

words and expressions such as “bigger”, 

“smaller”, “shorter”, “taller”, “greater than”, 

“less than”, “equal to,” “beside,” “above,” 

“below,” “heavy,” “light,” “same,”  “different.” 

 Using a variety of vocabulary helps children to 

develop understanding and have a wide range of 

language and gain more confidence in the 

process.



Resources



Cubes 

 Cubes- making groups of numbers 

counting out 10… to make a 10 

train 
This is 15..

One group of 10 and 5 

extra ones



Cubes ~ Counters ~ Tens 

Frames

 Use the tens frame to represent numbers in 

different ways.

This is 15..

One group of 10 and 5 

extra ones



Numicon

 Great for number bonds, 

representing numbers, addition, 

subtraction, place value, shape, 

patterning.

 Multisensory which allows 

children to deepen their 

knowledge of fluency, reasoning 

and problem solving.



Numicon

 Use the tens frame to represent numbers in 

different ways.

This is 15..

One group of 10 and 5 

extra ones

or



Dienes- Tens and Ones

 Great for building numbers 

to 100

 Understanding groups of tens 

and ‘extra ones’



Number line

How we use it- ADDITION

Jump forwards



Number line

How we use it - SUBTRACTION



Concrete, Pictorial, 

Abstract 



Number and Place Value



Concrete, Pictorial, Abstract

6 tens and 3 ones

six tens and 3 ones

sixty-three



Reasoning and Problem Solving



Addition and Subtraction



Concrete, Pictorial, Abstract

10+8= 18

8+10=18

18-8=10

18-10=8

18=10+8

18= 8+10



Reasoning and Problem Solving



Multiplication and Division



Concrete, Pictorial, Abstract

3 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 12

4 lots of 3 equal 12

4 groups of 3 equal 12

4 x 3 = 12



Reasoning and Problem Solving



Fractions



Concrete, Pictorial, Abstract

Three quarters of 12 is 9

of 12 = 9



Reasoning and Problem Solving



Objects to count



Supporting Maths at Home

 My USO Busy Things

 www.ictgames.com

 www.topmarks.co.uk

http://www.ictgames.com/
http://www.topmarks.co.uk/


Questions?


